
 EXPOSITIONS OF 2 PETER 
 2 Peter 2:4-9 
 "Illustrations of Judgment on Apostasy" 
 
Introduction 
1.  That false teachers abound is patent (2:1).  They are subtle, schismatic, and subversive (2:1). 
2.  Moreover, the false teachers are in the majority and attract many (2:2).  Because their belief system 

is contradictory to the Word of God, their behavior is also and this leads to blasphemy against 
the Truth (2:2). 

3.  The activities of the false teachers is treacherous in that it makes merchandise of the Truth (3:3a).  
In view of these horrible characteristics of false teachers, judgment is sure, though it seems 
delayed, punishment and destruction is absolutely certain (2:3b).  Payment for sin and departure 
from the Truth of Scripture is certain! 

4.  Illustrations of God's just judgment upon sins and departure (apostasy) from the Truth are evident 
in the O.T.  To these, Peter now turns to prove his aff irmations.  Look at them: 

 
1.  Consider the FALL of ANGELS 2:4 
    Four verbs describe what happened to angels.  The "if" clause is assumed to be true (Greek first 
class condition). 
 
    a.  They sinned 
        This is an aorist participle rendered "having sinned."  The reference here is to the original 
rebelli on of angelic beings against God (cf. Isa 14; Ezek. 28).  Think of it: right from the beginning, 
there has been rebelli on against God! 
 
    b.  Were cast down 
        The verb here is also an aorist participle and could be rendered "was tartarus-ized."  Tartarus 
does not occur elsewhere in Scripture, but it indicates the place of punishment of certain fallen angels 
i.e. apostasized ones. 
 
    c.  Were delivered 
        This aorist indicative verb is the same one solemnly used by Paul in Romans 1:21, 26, 28.  The 
KJV has "chains" although some MSS (manuscripts) read pit, den, or underground granary.  The 
result is the same--horrible darkness. 
 
    d.  Were reserved 
        The present tense passive participle notes continues keeping unto judgment.  Apostate angels 
ultimately are judged for their rebelli on.  What a confirmation of v. 3 above. 
 
Note:  Jude 6 virtually states the same about angels.  They kept not, stayed not, and lived not (see 
Jude notes). 
 
2.  Consider the FLOOD of NOAH 2:5 
    This account is given in three verbs: 
    a.  Spared not 
        This is the same as in v. 4.  The 1st class conditional clause is assumed.  Here is an example 
which is not recorded by Jude.  It relates to the antediluvian world. 

    b.  Saved 
        This is not used in the sense of soul salvation but preservation in the flood.  God guarded Noah.  
Amazingly, he was only one of eight spared.  This is an incredible fact of history.  The whole world 
was ungodly apart from eight people!  This is a severe test and trial for the eight people.  Noah is 
marked out as a preacher of righteousness.  Think of it--Noah preached God's righteousness when the 
near 100% were ungodly.  Talk about a test for a minority--this takes the prize! 
    c.  Bringing 
        The verb used here is only used two times in the N.T. and that by Peter (here and Acts 5:28).  
The word for flood is transliterated "cataclysm" which means to inundate.  In the N.T. it only refers to 
Noah's flood (Mt. 24:38ff; Luke 17:27; here).  Righteousness was rejected, hence the cataclysm came 
in!  Apostasy brings about judgment (cf. v. 3 above). 
 
3.  Consider the FAILURE 2:6-8 
 
    a.  Of two cities v. 6 
        Sodom and Gomorrha are patent examples of rebelli on and destruction.  Again, note three verbs 
used about them.  A conditional clause is implied. 
 
        1)  Turn  This aorist participle is only found here in the N.T.  It means to turn into ashes.  Noah's 
judgment was with water and drowning; here it is with fire and ashes!  Jude 7 speaks of cities around 
the two mentioned here as being included in the judgment. 
 
        2)  Making  Here is another participle, but this is a perfect tense.  Therefore, here is a lasting 
example to ungodly men of things which are about to be (better translation of original).  The point 
should be heeded: apostasy from the Truth of God brings judgment.  Let no one make a mistake about 
this! 
 
    b.  Lot vv. 7, 8 
        Lot is the 2nd example of failure which may be listed.  The first class condition is assumed here. 
 Three statements are made about Lot and one about God. 
 
        1)  About Lot 
 
            a)  He dwelt.  The present active participles show us inviolably that Lot lived in the cities of 
the plain. 
            b)  He saw and heard.  Day in and day out, Lot was exposed to the lawless deeds of the people 
and their lasciviousness. 
            c)  He was distressed and vexed  vv. 7, 8 
            "Vexed" in KJV in v. 7 is rather the verb to distress or exhaust with labor.  It is found only 
here and Acts 7:24 in N.T.  "Vex" in v. 8 is another verb and in the imperfect tense.  It means to test 
metals or torment (Mt. 8:29).  So Lot was troubled about the times in which he lived! 
 
    2)  About God.  The one statement is that God delivered "righteous Lot."  The aorist middle shows 
God's personal interest in Lot and His once for all deliverance. 
 
Conclusion  Apostasy will be judged, just as were the angels, antediluvian population, and the cities 
of the plain.  But God delivers the righteous.  Glory be to His Name.  Amen. 


